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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. . How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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2.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Group 1

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. I Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

__/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '>4:qn

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. I
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

l i

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? {2:

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. Q; How do you feel about the overall organization of the
‘ Symposium ?

2. Q:l*f What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in-anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? .yhtjs

In one word or phase, please describe your opin7on/ of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I . OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l \ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

g Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

‘6. Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symp051um ?

I I . FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information 1mportant
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did£youlike most about the Symposium ?
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?.Am47x4

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new in51ght
concerning the University as a whole ? xgjpu_

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Sym osium. 5 p . ,
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. 4&2L_ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

4
2. 32L. What is your assessment of the material covered during

the Workshops ?

3. 3%: Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
,,,University in anyway ?

4. Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. :;}*——;ow would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important -
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
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Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _;3 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. :3 What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

6:, Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such-a Symposium ? Z‘FTfiE/V wE/Q?
//r7'O é/ac/c‘, Cul’fafll:

Q? How would you describe the general attitudes of those

5' Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

NONE

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4: Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _fl/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

2.

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

/
i_ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
dichssed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as‘a whole ? d
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Group 2.

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed yobr prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
7
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have

discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '
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5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. ‘

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

:2 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
‘ people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the symposium fiafl‘lbfidth 1.3
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
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Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro—American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I . OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. \ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. \ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ? CXLt§H\'

S. I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

Mun/Oi WW'

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

mow: MQW‘~3 Wk}/$\\}Q
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. ‘

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1" El How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

'/,‘\I2. u__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. (3 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. I») Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. ;, How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Group 1 5;;

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _L_ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

2. l __ What is your assessment of the material covered during

5;. University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming-Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. [ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? \jK2/6£00C¥«%de
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ? jAflL/
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4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with

regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? igféQDO‘ig

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ,7 ‘
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
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Group I——

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. ' ‘

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _ml How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

55 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
£3 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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family Mpfcfim’x/er; JAG/L I ail/”d 9fo arr/4.41% JFQAC
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2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

.77'\€ {'4' 'i‘me 0 F“! ,1 A 1’. x ,4, A44?" ,5;,-

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
(nib/re) 0/ij aid 0/(o{WO/'

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?‘%85

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

exct‘l/elx‘f»



.4
AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM : ,.
Evaluation Questionnaire School /424#/Vu}‘3

Group \3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. :Z;~”How do you? feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium7

L__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops'?

£2 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

\j

2...,

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

(77%; 754m'9 “7724.0454ch Mac 41,311.“,

741«22%.; 4.417%
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What did you like the least about the symposium 7

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

\ I
K. . o v“ /' .-‘ fl ,1: ‘

) /. , / ,r’ t..{. f1 [w yr 5 .
. ’ ‘, -(-.«4 t‘ - .v’ , ‘. . .\ / , ,, f/ 2 _/ I [1”; g. (f, \ 5’3,“ ' fi..,--v"‘\ ) v . ilk.) 3' /u/ f, O7"

\'

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience With
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ’

arid

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.



.4.
AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good = Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

‘fhw’é /9("Tl'il\t‘(>



7
2. What did you like the least about the symposium

h/p7h1'\()

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

{\/<;4"V\i ,1 63
f' V. _ 1;)U 1‘ YVLQ'k '.,J\\_.f ‘\ \ ef‘g,‘\j3v\i\\1

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

\féb

S. In one word or pmase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

. I"II)2((\/[///‘f:l\(/ )©\,l’-” . . “\‘
J 0! [)fJ/‘Ulnl'c IMJ)
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School/PA?“

Group 24

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro--American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _./ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ‘__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. \55 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. ‘ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you/ like most about the Symposium 3,

M ctr/w (M JLQJ g0 V,_::»;1~2,.-5“¢L
f. _.1 »/
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3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

\_/.-'. 1].. . > ‘ , M V /. ‘

~/.,

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ' Jx“

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School f/M Q

Group 3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __l How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Sympos1um ?

2. {;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? 26-
. « I ..’ l V"(a pit“.A/His A{.'\I;"/ ,g g - :‘¢\ r“: ‘.- ¢ \ L

.4 L‘57k4 .-



What did you like the least about the symposium ?
fig)"; /,'

What additional topics, if any, would you life to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? .} :dv: .Jn,y

' ,, , F ' '9‘, .
‘ ,n’ .' l ‘ .\~~ ~’ Ti! ' ig ' 1: u, _ . ( M GA : r “a ‘l (U.- (1. l ). f.

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? yfi

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
\ ithe symPOSiumo 7'; NJ V/ UC/
1:)



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire ‘ School _Agfil§$§iiifllflgf:9Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code: S
1= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. ‘ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. \ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. ES Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 5' Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? \
74a. A: wax/m; awo/ car/49 of 7114 j/yfl modem?

7'40, {timing :5? Lim‘éy/o/ojczc/(zafi 3‘ ’\



3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

Okly Hm Qold oi {0.0) among

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? r

' ? @4ch 1040:
MGR “>93“? \hcg bum

0Q 25h$8§36£>91 u. or} {flak

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

ya;

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

mass/A7 §Q( Mappilté’é)



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School 53:4n44é5;2_449t2§éom

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. 5 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

5: Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

jetW WW
‘/ /z§59415 fié’ auKZéZLa/



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

caW flab ”/flwwa “72;?"

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops.2
yéib¢449(egé/4L4Lébvx4 if ééééaua*u£2;u%hvvézg

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

Z”

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
96W



.4
AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

.Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

l.
A.

—--——_

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

2.

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

Ii. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

»-- ‘ ’ . I _4, . ‘~ "‘ "ll ' .1 ‘



2.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

I ,)

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

s“

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM f/ f
Evaluation Questionnaire School Cbmflnikig

Group '

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. 2;: How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ,j—”' What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

,2
3. :3 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

University in anyway ? '

students to attend such 3 Symposium ?
4. g Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

5. How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? '

1 was” )rh/fflgsacJ fiQfi/l _. $0san7V b/MJ

(“w/#7 WHY/S fins) dbeFMs Ca m6 90+ ‘
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

”I; lie/AT like 7%» 533+ 7’AM aflcr .9“

{‘0 cu/ Mmlxr male a {54‘ Mg, MOLLY

fan” CO“ wag-c H/V‘R Am 61100" Mfg-3 51g, [VJ Q4

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

firm L



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire SchoolEdYIICikaflahuwQSi

Group 121... £EKfl&£10ICGS

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

:5 \ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Q3 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

‘2 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symp051um ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments-will provide information 1mportant
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

CPL Jr: “mtDom\Q. 0&1;\TAQ‘L



What did you like the least about the symposium ? ‘

Jim “MS: (in?m60 ‘ A; 1'69wa in k be L/SLFLM, “>NMJCL\ C } U‘Q
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wfi%%\§é§§%§%h§i(¥§P§%§€fiafuhé§% v§§l6j§éu like to have .
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? k,

I long.

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
th s o . g . . \‘ ‘ (e ympos 1““ wgzéfixwh (3qu lg“ VQQéLSL ooh) mm»; fill
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.4

AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School(jZ/{hz(Lw

' Group 7

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro--American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _‘Z How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. cé£L What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

45 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

ii, Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

CQL How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
{é'fi(Mfr/Waw‘)@777fir 617%50'1/ “57“) M XWWi‘é

Q41: “7447(1) 7/11
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What did you like the least about the symp07}um,?
' 9 " f ‘ C A i.“ '“ ‘ :X’f'.‘ )

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
Workshops ?dis ussed during the Symposium

\jfi flfiflg; Mn” W155 mm?”

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ' 4&9}

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. 6&1 , -,? n4 r, gig» ;{J(}’XL6’L

[Md 7062/3624. jg ,1. <7
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School Bfifi;l;%l_SMflLRAJL

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. £2 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

4. 2 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

wwmwtwwmim



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

M *5 E91 Ur alum

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

WW

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

W

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

anflmw umflk Mm
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6: No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _~/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

/2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

f’ . .
2 Has the SympOSium changed your prespective of the

University in anyway ?

‘5- Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

/ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

/fl¢ ognay~



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
/,:»; :;///‘ , A” ":y‘ . ‘0 ' ' ' “1.13;" ////’/(v/p:'<1/‘Iz

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

\

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. / J ,, .

'_ k/ ‘5 I , . ' _ _ ‘ ' 1/ [’0‘ ’ ,
éggv/‘Iv'!’ VA/fl ‘ ' ‘l I c‘ . fl»..- /i’
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM 1 .,~Evaluation Questionnaire SchooflfiAhHfl/Mikfliw
Group ’2:

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. | How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

9L Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

,1
£2 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?_L_

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important.
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. Wh t did you like most about the Symposium ?
. .11.»: '- n . '7?;Li 'I‘ \. ..-:"‘~; i K "E 1 1" 2...»; J -/ I f k ' .. I l.‘ “,4"



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
\ . VvVfiiyL/ltVE'v

; ' q

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
9 .3.

discussed during the Symposium Workshops .

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

.. Ithe Symposium. , ,.
‘ 5 ‘ . ‘ t’l

( ”"\ A / "f- I " -~-~‘ :37 '1

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of

(if" / Ox 3
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School QQricaHuni L} mSc

Group §

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. ..I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

<9 flit 1/74,: Me Ania/ta L0, DA. LOW/W

«awkal 254L¢ xflkflzéghtej £77’ijé4,/d(ckfiwtac;’laazz7 l4;?2£‘z_
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

WW Mi ’gZ/fla lg /a/€,(

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
W,

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight ;

O O O 7 ‘ I? 3/"
concerning the Univer51ty as a whole . %, ¢MI 52f éxétflC/.

Jpéylf ”1: high") .5" '"I/J‘t If It) (7,)" if (é

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

[Qua/t.



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM .\ AEvaluation Questionnaire School jugymrg\‘vbtgg
Group :2

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1., ‘ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

ti Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

5) Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

| How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
m-d ' ,r, 5 K“ . gfl,ngq A"TLQ . \w,¢kyl Ly ‘¢¥.O* c,\}xw.. «.,-y “K931
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2' What did YOU like the least about the symposium ?

k,kjj x .i .41", .31

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

YQOLQA‘ “Yc> Vii? ii: $:g“n(,fl( xjio‘h‘ ia\\

("‘i ._ , M t ,V _' 4
Oouuuykm qu“ “my

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

V65.

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

1.u .__ C. .1- a «44.., ~, ,
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School xiv Vt 7},A'

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. .

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. | How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. :3 What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
G‘C'Hunq 9+sz ‘nf1afljr ’PQQFL‘ .t Qau—vtqc( (9_ 9“ T-fLS _
Q%\\A‘D L \I NOLA...) ‘\(~* \\ \l (“4W‘DIKJK’,1“";1“: 02‘.) 1 \
x, u ‘ '- - up.» 7 \vi fl 1 4 ' ‘w\”\x.) J 4‘;C x Q “*(L) +Cv‘ K DO.



What did you like the least about the symposium ?
/ ( . y/ / 1x34 . 2/ ‘7“ :: ~: 70.; .. A. , . .in - V13“? ,(r itf”

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? s YN/L/I , _ .
\fll . K I. ' L- '4 (:1 111;“! ,‘x' a“ r“« '~ . . VI.“ if"; 1,.) 0""d I0

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? Lfiai

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Sympo S ium ' Q- W\ \ h LQ CVVY‘H v' "1:" LA.“ ‘Vxh L Hflficu\ c ,
’ u. \3th£~\



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ‘ 7L] 5Evaluation Questionnaire School y/Amal/H II
Group 2

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. ~

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. ’ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 5' Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

:4I») How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symp051um ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? \
”Hm Ajpnga W mam-y fréscnjufioa
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4.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

Hal/""1176 37% . HS [L chpurm as 7%) 56L

(IL? “4' 7 ‘. 30 1mmdqu‘3 OLA V€>‘€[\/45

H ”luau/J»
What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? EghX(?kfs‘

WC dewvnihbml

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? a; . j+
and so by bulging ML «@4174

*w/J— 4m“ 52m»— bflltww mtgk

6I§7LéV6 wbD (“@th

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM .
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group
I II

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. / How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 5 What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. /' Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

4. / Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. 7‘ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? rl J . z . / ...fL / . , , - . _ . xI , . ,4 / I . I 1A e a w! «)1; . I," ,1 M . - ¢ ‘ , ,I f" u I/' ,' \1/ - > 4 7 , (



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

_,/

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

, ,w .3" I ‘ . 7’.

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM . .
Evaluation Questionnaire SChOOlm/£A+Wa&mk1>tbn

Group '12

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. .

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. Z How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l \ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 15 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

4. ;3 Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symp051um ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
J
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5.

‘-\

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
l ‘

, ‘ = (I‘ . , r {g ,: ;h g : A ,i‘,I "\ ‘ .‘Xi" . ‘ .
3‘! 11th o... 3‘2; \"\." . .I A ‘g
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

‘7\-F~zzi» ‘lfixw { 11' fl.»- ‘H p;; t» ‘X.

+2 :3 or”,

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?
L4 veg) i? (4‘ I 2“

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

6&’ n ‘ Lfl
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ‘
Evaluation Questionnaire School Bwr

Group -?c—nh—L—

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro—American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. ‘ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

~.‘- .’ M112 ,Agiwb’faw) 4/ 1.1:”
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
,

'f.‘ (I‘m-n» 1“ £214] 2‘ / 'f' l‘, 7 A .'. ' , ‘ I , "" ' lé')‘. ,' I" I ( fl ,2 i l ’I 1’ ' I I,

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

. y. .a .l y“ f, ' ' f I . I ¢ 1 ‘
or” I ." ' "L\"- (’1' w I I -I l , ‘ i , .fi. ’ 5'

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘

(J, I‘D J ” i" ’ c I ‘- ,-' I I'_ L' -' "F 2‘! : a,
I F!. . , ,~ w , , Ii f I , / ') , u («L L AJIKL I 4 . 1 P a (a a (-y/

)5 s. \

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ,
Evaluation Questionnaire School .&}:/£Q

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

. I ‘I ‘ i, ' . 1.1, ‘2 ‘I,‘ 1. j. A»): 16) /



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

_i,.I-" ,' "I ‘ 17/ . " u ,/ ’l j /“’ , , _.__ V" \ _ / ,« ‘ . ' , , ( , I ,_ .
/IV “ 'T ‘ .~’ ' V U"‘ ‘

x’ ~ <2); ‘ Qa, 2 “fig; ,, J
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

'13") "

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? €70

.r ')
1 ..

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. (3 ~ ,iw.

‘Ll: (fig/LA. ' _,_fi) '14“. ’ /
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\AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ;, I Q ~ -

Evaluation Questionnaire School“ i Q :04%:€
Group I

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. ‘ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
——__—' oSymposium .

2. ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

ES‘ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

‘5; Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

Q2 1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

. Jo; fiaicwhfla Ia‘HC/KZXj/délfifi mac/06M .
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

502w CZ 30M A/li Ma’Q LIL-fit" ale/0 (20/7? .

2.

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

7W

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

’Lw wt nmda m ' -* , '
. ~ , ' a cat 0L (pant +1 ‘ gage/C,

Slaw/LC 0% Mafia cw Hm Awe/m" ML
('90 (ma 1‘

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium, .
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School 4%)9 y',fi,,)nz

Group :

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ? '

2. Q__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. _’ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
‘ questions . Your comments will provide information important

i ‘ to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
/
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2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
,7;i V

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

739‘

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘

’ f -,f g

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ‘ ’



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM -_“‘ ‘ S\K,rEvaluation Questionnaire SChOOl ““5E“i‘~ ’“*‘f3'Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. éfl How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

2.

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

I};'9>IRI“ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Sympos1um ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information 1mportant
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
I \ \(r' ‘ 1“ ‘
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

k \ > I l 'r u . .I l ' l K R \ \\ Y‘
an tfix -= ' ‘ ‘ “ \- \J6 ) j . ‘ ‘ ‘ \ \,. ‘P; \ V \ I‘N‘
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. \ _
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ‘ £6
Evaluation Questionnaire School zk3“ZJ‘C,

VGroup

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

__J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2;; What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ? _

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

TM Wéflf Mipbmw cart/pa... we

mI"LC“Zr-«(fixes«”6”... ) Wflgfia¥
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2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

<:£9{{,{, 3%; ii‘f \;;,'i'y' ‘-
4 s

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

NON”: ) (3”,ng .5, '29» c: (9;m (::“T*(

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

7‘65

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

”22% am;



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School {Luffinr%;F£}‘V €bc(a(.

Group é :Uuwifii

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes 6= No\-,

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. JL How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

-5—

ES Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Sympos1um ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments-will provide information important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

(gamma haw tb 1’\CLL»Q CUIfIdcmc. II“ ”NRC/f

cxnci IW+ZNYQII‘ 1/“ 770’ fif SM? add/KI1 J ,
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
I l _ '5... K- -. I I .< / . , I,

[Hana/“r7 d. MW 7' (‘51.: f. s: t q, / \QmU‘fij .
J

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

m, [LY/JAM? - C), j? r": I, ‘7' Q]

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? 343$;

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion 0
the Symposium. Grew " / CV9?!“
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM n
Evaluation Questionnaire School icv ‘ £9,2m5

Group \

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= POOr S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. Z How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

1 x
2. What is your assessment of the material covered during

the Workshops ?

3. t) Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

4. Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

‘ _ . "f?1. What did you like most about the Sympos:um ? a bi;
. J ,-\ f‘ , \V , 1 . \ . _, ‘ .’~ / ,» \“ \, . . . ~ v , t.» l k-/, “‘1, )_ ~. {\ \c“ A. l . /t{‘1 A

‘ " ‘ l x ‘ l /} , ,7. I . ‘ _ A \ k‘ ‘ ‘ / L1 (J . ‘ . \)l ‘l I ‘ , V k" \ »\, 'V' V x t “ “/y I LIV "I 1 H



3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ? ti

fll('v ‘

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
~discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? ;«tp‘

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘_H

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM .
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. ’

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. \ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

2.

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

students to attend such a Symposium ?
: Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did yo? like most about the Symposium ?

~ I’Tfyislnflvf/ // ”l ;/»¥3{T+5r7 4{/",OI ' ‘ . -\ \
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

\\ I , K’/, . x: l 5 /~ ‘

,I #7 (, ’ V ; L'“ . .
3. What additional topicst if any, would you like to have

discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
,/

"I, ‘1’ I’M: h rl/‘i / I [,1 "fl“. ft“ rr‘ "‘ Ki“ “ ("'7 \)

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? //z»q / f ,, . Wfl;r

, .‘ - x/ , .g - r , - __’
/,- I, , , ,~. .~ ,2, ’ / / ./ ‘

1’ I ‘ . . - . b/ \j a: .- 1 I ‘ ‘ h ‘ . . :“N; (1;: ’

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. , \// “. \ '1 / I . /'"' \ *“N
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM “\
Evaluation Questionnaire School<§ fl

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. / How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. / i What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

/ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

J/afi'f A’épé/ (>4? ”/47714/”,5' (d/ICI/P’fl/
/ 7439/ 7%4707z / a Mae/7 tum/441M/69
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

'fl//</Js 4/9///

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

'//€‘/# 944%" 7%?)7 4&3/06134 /r7 gyrprficd

~8er” y/af/C' an”@MC/ (an #41 kaifi Ac

4 [’4th
Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

/(529/:}u24%’/27 '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

ace/éw //



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ‘ SAk‘ s .
Evaluation Questionnaire School ”KJXILLQQ(£x)

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about tnhegSymposium ?
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2. What did you like the least abo t the symposium ?

4L 107k 1509mm) - fl/‘LMC

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

\A f ILu».K1 fix/991 0 1‘( fin“

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?
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5. In one word or phase, pleasewdescribe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM , .Evaluation Questionnaire School gy;r{)nfifle§
Group |

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. :1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. I Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

4. I Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. :1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
_(1U1U6'UfljkLTQPJCQLDMKflf1€N¢QJ\Q@QH
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed-during the Symposium Workshops ? -
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4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight

o O ‘0 ,- “ 1." l - - I I“
concerning the Univer51ty as a whole ?f&919’;4fltt§£!;

I

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ‘ < wfl 5 ‘ c2 0Evaluation Questionnaire SChOO § CULM
Group 5t

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. -

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5: Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. \ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

4. Z Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symp051um ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
(TLQ,’3%<fi' C£Z¥§Lcjfywj}, ;t*€:;:§:r+iyahkyk ,Ak)‘+9a:F
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

WWW‘I‘OD flag/M ‘

0Wmum ,/ m /03M a

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?.

ffilkcj§%733anrpasegd CKDquiriréxLOIC.

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? 4/w{
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word or phase, please describe your opin on of
the Symposium.



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM 3Evaluation Questionnaire School—J u.
Group H '

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. .J=;_ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

;:1_ \ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

2 Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symp051um ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

1 mm- lbw-3* ”'9 "w { \....»~Q *:MI1’, .» 5. I} my "I/U

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like golhave
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? ‘w/

1 S1 All? t I‘ L i 1w all/Lar- ‘i x A “a; (l _. u

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new in51ght
concerning the University as a whole ? “9‘; Li‘
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S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ‘ y
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M“AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM IEvaluation Questionnaire School NLUWAA % Zfléjm’fl flw
Group Z j

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. 52: How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

d \ \
2. 5X. What is your assessment of the material covered during

the Workshops ?I
§{\ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
I . J v ' .I . ‘
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
\V > ‘ I ‘ l 1 1 -~ i ‘ k , ‘ ‘ J A, _
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

“l xx b -< Cuttx‘m\ wt WA; c;\~,\./:mc-l
'\

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

‘ \\ ,‘ \' . , . . (V _ ‘ r" , "‘\
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5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ,' '
Evaluation Questionnaire School Aqua”) {fag

Group 3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. 1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

l2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. ;Z Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

4. 1 Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. | How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?\£02] .H‘ . -‘~ \{( .. I ‘ .. y ',TM , L “‘39 4"" U ‘ “ x0 {dad-{v 14’} -, ; IV-P \. U-Ql‘ _- . J A "\ ’ \
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
r ; l I ' 1
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

54-ud.6...~,.- ~‘ v. f .1 , " - n . . I ‘vy‘ /.. . 7 ",1 I ‘V " 'e . . . , , ,

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

Lies }* Prmvwim) Lfltt tokiL a; H'~=ul /JV**.
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM 'Evaluation Questionnaire School
Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
-helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. 2L How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 2 What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

4. 5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5- :3 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?kfi Jéifégj
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you lik to have
discussed during the SYmPOSium workShOPS ? . a&jv. ' ' . < I]? ‘ Vr“w.» wgfnpuix’ " w33 .«x‘f?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new 1nsxghb
concerning the University as a whole ? .fl?” (gy’ N3JQ»,
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5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM _; _ .”Evaluation Questionnaire School fa”. RHAqflgr 3/.Group .fi

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. ‘

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. / How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. / ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. .. Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

4. if: Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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3.

4.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

a. .1 1 a
l b.a, €;*¥~(H/i¢- C2“ ‘4;f’“ want :1 P: L» ' ‘%’-\

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
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Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as'a whole ?

%?5.*Il mCUV $37ww "IQaJ“ '{ ?AJEC§RJM9 (%0”.
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of

the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School‘HOJTOHIf/€S'

Group 3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. / How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?g

3. :> Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

/ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
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4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?
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S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ' 1
Evaluation Questionnaire School ~ny$u1y. .c<

Group 1‘: ' ‘fi_

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

5 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

( What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ? _

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
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4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight"
concerning the UniverSity as a whole ? fittj.\l{ LSLQ/
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5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ., . I!
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School Efl?fl\\ €CJC%QUCLJ

Group fl

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will providehelpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-AmericanSymposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. it How do you feel about the overall organization of theSymposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered duringthe Workshops ?
_:=;_

3. g Has the Symposium changed your prespective of theE: University in anyway ?‘

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-Americanstudents to attend such a Symposium ?/J
5. JL“ How would you describe the general attitudes of thosepeople involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the followingquestions . Your comments-will provide information importantto the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
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Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

({e%§SA'(iKX‘

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM -Evaluation Questionnaire School ¥&J“\QW¥O§(M~'.&V@91
Group 33 mug

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. .

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. | Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? ’

4- l Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

11. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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3.

4.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

th W4 wows A95: can, w»L _
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
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Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concernin the Universit as a whole ?
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM \
Evaluation Questionnaire School*&vpnngiflis 57::5Q1fli

Group 3
. «DC ’ L...N(:(';~

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l, 2. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. E 5 What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. :5, Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

/
4. Q Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. 2L How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
\ . k ~~ ' g";
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to he e
discusied during the Symposium Workshops ?‘\} ,y .
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Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ’Ific_kn
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM .C. a? »Evaluation Questionnaire School/kunw5éfiTiyijgf‘
Group ék

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. | How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

students to attend such a Symposium ?
4. : 2 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
. ' ’ ’ /.. ’ , ..‘ .- , , I ‘ st .1" " M" .' , fin," .‘z’ , / w ,
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

“If. ‘ ”(1,!” . v .,->)/r .. ’1, /- I

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? (\
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5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School 9£U47u¢;'1filn

Group 6

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. '2 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. fl Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. l How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the followingquestions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. WhEt éjgziéqlike most about the Symposium ? JJLE
7210-3 ‘ LA1\W RCW‘R WA W ”Mp—«21’
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2, What'did you like the least about the symposium ?’]/L:
_,i ”U” _, r.., ,x ‘k:4". '5 ', ‘7’ ' I

i

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?‘}é3,3 Kt

_nn§5k’.cxjdg;j‘ ;w¢, ', L;‘ _ ’QL‘ 5 i
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4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concern1ng\the Univer51ty as a whole 7 HL&) J-,/1fi1c
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5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. 2gp "ll .'.’Plv \



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM A 'Evaluation Questionnaire School HunnnrhfSV mu,g}p
Group 53

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. .

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. 52 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

:5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

is. Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

/ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most aboutnthe Sympo ium ?
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you like the least about t e symposium ?
f7) 0 Rule/I m

2. What di
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‘ evening On Sa-Fmdcpfl iffu‘:

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have ,
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?_~

:E mw+ Mm); or my.

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight

ty as a whole ? TN 3 IYLPOY‘IU'W] Z
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concerning the Universi
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5. In one word or phase, please describe your op27ion of
the Symposium. Th5 [‘5 a m14§+q‘¢ 1‘ (a(



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group fig

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. ‘

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. / How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. Z ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. g: Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? ’

4. ‘1; Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. «2 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
77L: 57M)/JV&§’VW 0.44 me a (1/me 7(1) b“ owe
[bf/V1 'l/ IN W" ”N (Ti/ARM [I‘D/0‘ {'43 S'hAp/{f‘lfi 7L5, - . "\ ' .\



3.

4.

5.

What did you like the least about t e symposium ?
A IHwWL 7 Jul) WW1 mag-4 a m7 Fair/5
0 ( “PLO 57 w, fog-Mom ‘ if“. 1Y r' (”J-()1 (M I”) 0;} x" 3 i" l" “r '. 5 D
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
(aw/$4 8 015% How

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning :7e University as a whole ? ‘

VPS 9.4de I

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire ' Sch001 ALUVahififl;5x§fl

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4: Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. £§~ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ? ’

2. ' What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such 3 Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
v ‘ .‘ "1 ‘. I’d! , Q
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3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

Iii/4., Wm ' in oft/i l. M; i J .,>’ n‘,,‘ C) ‘I H . ‘ l ’ ‘
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

,. , 9{'(I'!_'_‘|‘ vh\.lk\ :v-K‘\“'Ji\"‘,

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

Q .9 5 ~ “is crew, 'J: y , In“,

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

__1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

/__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

A,‘/
:3 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

University in anyway ?

53 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

/
gg How would you describe the general attitudes of those

people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
.s _ € ‘. ,«,, 1 ,2: . .{V‘it ‘_ I“ '.I

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

’ 1‘ i. I ' ‘ . "I, -. , - 1'. ,- ' .. i ' A (
kl . >- , a . . a}. M.“ r): _, 1‘, .. 7, , J4," \AJ.../\& gun)“
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4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ’ ‘4
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5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.“w is
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School PQQJKfiQS

Group fifi.

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

_L How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

|__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

-fi Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

LL. id}: (.1 Who, “£7 a U ;;c_/.:;,;<,(. /’: A --/3€-.:;\f1 <1) (cm //_.. ..
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4.

I

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
.. _ ‘ « ' / J /~‘l‘ - '. ‘. ; , ~ m“.
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

l /’ x I a ‘1‘

I,

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? N/v, - ,1 ~

I.5";( .z‘..I I
i

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM $3
Evaluation Questionnaire School YYqEQ

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. __J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ‘__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. é) Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 6) Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. ‘ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . YoUr comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

Tm. Sommrs were uuq good.



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
. - , I

Cfi'VLJJL: LLDCL£LD£tLI ‘ t:fk2Jt; (Ly CZQLCi/Kgi .

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during-the Symposium Workshops ? le CJBqNQjC.

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concernin the Universit as a whole ? ,

9 W MMMO»

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM , .
Evaluation Questionnaire ' School K)

Group -

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. ;;~ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. —Z:; What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

5) Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

3 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium”M

777< I‘M! '“afe Speck/‘60 (7S— ~\—ke Biwdgni Omd QWL'WLv
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2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

whq+kxnfi 99 A5 boo Udu’g‘d

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? (”“Fflh-H'x:ytq WAS

an‘

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? I4, AdPS ML ’W‘cfi‘é’lv

3
+9 Know 1: Am $DMLb'd’1. fl’lé I

(4);!) KAI/t fin Menntnb e—L Parka.“

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School aflyKZL—Q §) 2&

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro--American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Q : Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What didWyou like most about the Symposium ?

\fimdv ijm rpm}; 3 have Quin(LO/L
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ? '

Qx KW) (Sup 441.9. a) 1394 i"mm

on <10 gm'xmm‘mz. 1,} I'm -* J 52,ng

up M) 90 'w cisb 1:3. :1; on) ‘
3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to ave

discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Led/Moi ow. I

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

Cid/w} Q, W cm Oximw‘ misery)

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

WW
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School iéflflfifi4km/4goa/ 3, 7,6 7. 2%Group

. Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. [__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. I Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. I Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. / How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposxum ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

77% 411:0? madamegcmexd {F
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

[Jud/4W? M) Z«15’. (Z MUM -

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘

41.4 macaw; ML bed 42/ 6%!)

424fl00514;,, ’{kyggfijy V735L@(Z_ [/(él AQQQIZ

75/30 [cg/J y

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. /
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire Schoolfiiunhafixohmef $8Ctm1

Group Q. LCUN°”°

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. 1

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. ‘ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

2.

£3 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

:3 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? ‘

Mittmqmmwwmuw <1st
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

film, 413 Mi») Wilma.

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? V&5Qv~ ;k£SW ) f“

. ‘ : fl ’ I>' rm’i a = ~ C .'. -‘« m. r. i , a ‘ - {
kw M... (4. .h‘ ‘ - ; k. I *3 in ‘ H? I J» , ,, .Il 3?. I. C}, “\v‘. ‘a~

\) CON-Q (UPI; wit L3H (“r "M46 «51 CLC—Qw 33:? M13.) I‘m;

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. \§:§“L5LC{9



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School{éChDBEFU‘QUWLFSXWQL

Group & QCJ€VM45

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor = Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. al What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 53 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

4- E) Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

\/¢§@%‘Z§3115W4W?:L£Afl%3 dtfi%ng{4] 1“ /\
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

254.9, .

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
W

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

igbdgxfl fkflbeQQE fiigyfi)\/ ifizu»p“&o 6LLAAiMJ€
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5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ,Evaluation Questionnaire School TMArmaAdiweonlgiicoei
Group 52 .§@%6n6fl

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. [ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?A_/ \ \

2. /¢M“ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

~/ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

M gig/fine” ; , J/M wwwv



2.

3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

\t’j/% -(L \j“CJ/‘A (6 “£5 (7:641;(JQJCJ)

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? h N1

L/ 6/)1| [MM/‘3’ /' /v /L

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ‘
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ~ A,Evaluation Questionnaire SchoothxnnLni+I€5 ffx%.CC/
Group 2

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. ' .

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor = Yes 6= No

I . OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1m .1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. g: What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3- 2L Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

4- 2 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5- .1— How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the followin
questions . Your comments will provide information importan
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? ,
The 4h: h J21 1(de 0041(0in qund Nun $.«frv’x‘p0gitmtt'm
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?2.
*1 I’. I :0: ,r N" vault? It, M‘i ;"’*’-f V367 c

/ .J J

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
d providing a new insightregards to motivating you an

concerning the University as a whole ?

(“Cg/3 54’ (KI/.14 .( L1 mo: .1.) l’ “a”! ‘
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5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School 1km.

Group 1

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. ‘ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

l ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

43‘ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you Like most about the Symposium ?
valouMr». VNew6 MVP) ("my
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
”Tile; RcQjcu2MJru Q; LJ¢£> Q, 5%: LKQITi.

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insi ht
concerning the University as a whole ? Clme‘ rdr
Lfine Lifltflwafl'sx. ‘~J§ua¢ Qé; V:th(lkAJ c>+ fTbflJ‘NLéQAA
6&0 mg qud N\ b{: 9‘17... (1.7L.,,\)~-1&-9 (‘4 W‘~O Kb
\tUgJ ‘4)ch W wwd (T) 9:!“ m MGMA

Gpndxmusknhk Cbfi~ XILCMZF;£>.
5. In one word or phase, please degfiribe your opinion of

the Symposium. Q_LJ\L€S (3be



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM 'Evaluation Questionnaire School Htgwuan4«€s
Group I

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

4. igi Would you recommend.other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Sympos1um ?

_L_

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

tamlzm wasmPLW‘WR-
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

:ikrg \5LL”g§9\06 fiscwwuL A4m£x29¢mr Chhek.

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have 7
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

new ‘LQ ‘ .1: ‘O/LAV Q/ _, n
. ) .MW waQLLK/(W

qfaa JrnQ.CL-J\Lu3cikkixzfij5L
In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.



AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ,Evaluation Questionnaire School \fihLdfiCLWu:td£V
Group :3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 4L' \ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

‘5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

47 Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symp051um ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information 1mportant
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

ajug/M,. MM 5300C?" JPA W/ ”(F/0L/d/r V//{) {ca-V
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
' / :“ a ‘ - f ‘f (I .v/4 {LII/’3’
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

jl,§. 729“.) W{ (42,va VML.’ 47‘ Cf?, v.“
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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/ AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ,
Evaluation Questionnaire SChOOl QLA.§ “£93

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. S How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

£2 ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

;2 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

d
; 2 Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American

students to attend such a Symposium ?

c; How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

What did you like most about the Symposium ?

a?“ Q“ m mm W txm
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

(SAX. mQuLXdESMW «9w QJWMWk
' ' \ QUAQ
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What additional opics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

sl>c*»;wyt~§4§$c x>w\mxr¢Q. \EL:&Q&4§\~\jRflb QXJ4NQLLQ£L(\YUBUQ
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Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insightM
concerning the University as a<:::::¢:fljgj$:h

RMWM‘3me ;Q fiuwfilmtfl

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM KEvaluation Questionnaire School (Kn Lhd
Group v’

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
.Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5: Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. K How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ._ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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2. jgft did you like the least about the symposium ?
k 3 X ny, . > . ’ . ‘ ~ .1 , . ) i g 1
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

I Ilka;.; “A I ‘ - L n i -‘ V" - 3»! 1' hp . -f-,’(M“ L) “135 éyt M ’l _',- H ” g. ,‘.‘ ,4 ,r'- ‘7‘, a... » .. ~ ! ‘ ;
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4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

3, pd WPd ‘NJ {NM OHM) (\"xfi'n‘aw Mom {flil‘fl’fl
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5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. . . R z
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School P23455t4L95$t> $4§S¢i

FGroup —-——

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _$;=_ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 2:) WOuld you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1; What did you like most about the Symposium ?

8J5)? 9% W \DKQILK iawg
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?\\‘TLCL“'

~\ ‘C
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
. . . . 3 ‘

giliiussed curing the SympOSium Workshops 'iELJJQ%ij*%&¢Lfli?

0" * WWJA “s.

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ' . 4) e;

Q2}... - L“.0“
MQAWW MEL. \k 991%.» cog cameos.

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM '
Evaluation Questionnaire School gfldnfliua_¢[J{Lc;pfiy

Group “ " v

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3: Fair 4: Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 1;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
Q .Th0. JL‘IMF‘KIUM was “MD—‘77L in‘fit’rmsvfiiw"
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

. I .,
Han wera ["0 0+‘r‘9f‘dt

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

ye5\ I ’64 [MCI [‘1‘ 3/1,. 4/» {1431'}
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM f, .
Evaluation Questionnaire School jéga#/fi1f

Group 51

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6: No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

_“[ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

// flé’zzz/ /,/’/ Z’f/fllm/1.7-: [fl 7/(‘6/4 W/ /7;J,%//cyh
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?/.
’7/,¢5A/{"1 f ,::?¥-">/’7"i. " '/

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

V, / =
)3? raw1/ " a£¢f /I." /

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

/l* A)//

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. Z ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symp051um ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide informat1on important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

I, 4 f; ‘ ,. . V
W fl; Z144 ,{ggwfl/‘g b

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
d ssed during the Symposium Workshops ?‘

. / WM? Mggzflficé M .4 fl :_. {v .- -» 4;"x ,
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Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? AQQA/

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _. i How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

/
3. 52 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

University in anyway ?

4. c) Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. / How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
, f‘/',‘f«.‘ (’ 7

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

I Il‘ x 5., ‘ ll ( L . ! I I ‘
i ‘ :l ,U

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

(.K,

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the SYmpos1um. yvfl\~2!l "in fig ‘ 5; ~l ‘ \rr) T?54)V
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM 7.
Evaluation Questionnaire School /54fl¥5'

Group 5

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

Vt
Ah—

1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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2. What did you like the least about3 the symposium ?t’
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? / _f
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4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

.j.

S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School EDAFiS

Group I

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __4. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

f
2. ;__ What is your assessment of the material covered during

the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

’3“a.

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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2.

,3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

A 3" "'1'..- ’ ‘7'“ ‘”fie Man“ wwwfiw: SWMAJW;

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

VI: 5

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire 5Ch0°1qgaiJV\§

. Group 1

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Pair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _:1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. :1” What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium
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What additional topics, i? any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops 7
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4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '
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5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM J) A m
Evaluation Questionnaire School

‘Group ”

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _;1— How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. —j:; What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 5E Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. J5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. \53 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
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Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ' 7%

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM _/ ’
Evaluation Questionnaire School ,424(m%7 [2'

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __! How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium. \

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? 2Z7 /"tJL_
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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I3. What additi a1 topir if any, would you like have

discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? a

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ' €Z(‘11

S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. “'5
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM . I'mEvaluation Questionnaire School LJKHWV\BVW3.;K
Group ';3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will providehelpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-AmericanSymposium. '
Please respond to the questions below using the following code:l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor .5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. I How do you feel about the overall organization of theSymposium ?

2. I What is your assessment of the material covered duringthe Workshops ?

:5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? ‘

[7"
n) Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

students to attend such a Symposium ?
How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the followingquestions . Your comments will provide information importantto the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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5.

What}did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
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Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

L19: ‘43

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium,, V \ ., . . / . ,"‘ , ‘7‘ '1 ‘ ,. ‘ . w} \.‘ . (f‘
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM “ A .
Evaluation Questionnaire School wah tkcm;,§¢r

Group 2

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. - '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. \ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

\
2. What is your assessment of the material covered during

the Workshops ?
——

3. 57. Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

fr. Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

_L_

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium 2
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Wha did you like the least about the symposium ? '9/
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? ,(t j$l$mi
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Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ine /C/

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the S 05' m. 5 ~, ,~



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School “dry“,hfv;

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. f ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. :5— Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

4. ”) Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

I
5. \ How would you describe the general attitudes of those

people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? lkx
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4.

What did you like the least about the symposium ? J L
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?‘4LLJ J4 .
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Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?(Jfi.J

L)

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symp051um. CL!) .96LAJ(;AJ%V%3 fijgfiflkaWL,K10
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School 5%19CQ7%53~/

' Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

__J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

'__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3 2 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

“
,2 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

students to attend such a Symposium ?

I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

Ii. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following'
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
‘ z _
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
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4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘

2/60 (/344/ ”macaronio \, .320

S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School Qfi= 'uk ; W9I~CLo

Group ‘ \

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. ‘1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. q What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

y,
u’ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

University in anyway ? '
r: .__4£_ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

students to attend such a Symposium ?
__:L; How would you describe the general attitudes of those

people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments-will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
_..7. ¢\ ' ' \ f . I I ‘ ' ,
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

2 , ' ' 5 ' 1 W , »”J” K 1!"! (\ \ -...- ‘ ( I w r”. ‘ { LJsK‘ 7 4L ‘ 'V ' ‘

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

QfCJJLHS _al ,v' ’ “" \g- 't' w\

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

\V( (9%

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire . School nggNkS

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

_;l:_ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

i__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

:5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

€37 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

1. How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
2. ‘ H

,/

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed du ing the Symposium Workshops ? I '

my 'J‘chf‘jlxw‘ ' 9),,” '3‘?" OW .32 1H .fl /,~, “(LINN . L1,: , 1/ ) ,3
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Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?\4

L

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium;
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM 5-
Evaluation Questionnaire School Lfmqnu,

Group f5:

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:_
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I . OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

_:’_

é”; What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

fl,
4;,; How would you describe the general attitudes of those

people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

I I . FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
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H

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ' ‘ .HJ
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM . ‘ .‘ .1, I ,1Evaluation Questionnaire School Fi/VIW’VIWiei;
Group .2

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

l \ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Q2 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

r
\J Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?r 5.181..a
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

{\(gflf

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

V6’S

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.4 l
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire _ School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

é; ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

~53 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

.55 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Sympos1um ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please pr_ovide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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What did you like the least about the symposium ? ,
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ZA”FV

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ‘6;



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School .f):;§ha$9fl

Group kw”

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. g; What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

4. 5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5- I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM. . . 4 (,’x :1 “Evaluation Quest1onna1re Schoolgm :Lwnivv1éuuanmGroup 3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l 4 What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

_L_

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops 2
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Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

flfifi.

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOS I UM
Evaluation Questionnaire School Hunmaru++c£7y~§ochnj

GIOUP _£L_ UC"":"”‘"Q

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. ‘

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes = No

I . OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. 2: How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2 ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

ES Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

53 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

__L__ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symp051um ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
W' "C 1on"at a+mobp mgwc, and ~~Wm
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
.44“; [Lang and 'i'in'ryg fogging/xi

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Ll, '-‘.Cf,;:; M :2 (W 1

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight .
concerning the University as a whole ? Vfifb '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. u
“mkflwafiomcwwiawfikkhdL



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ; p/“s
Evaluation Questionnaire School /‘{14(1‘“(4/) ”2‘:

Group ’

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. [ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

l ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

1 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

- I Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

_JL__ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symp051um ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics,1if any, would you like to have 7
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
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de a me
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

@513

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ,‘W
Evaluation Questionnaire ‘ School l/QEMAgyfl,

Group ?

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. \ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. .

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. Z How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

:fi \ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Jr Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

17 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? 59} fiQLEfWLi
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,1
2. What did you like the least about the symposium ? #ewdygbal’z. f; ‘ ’ l ‘ ‘
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

I,” ‘ . IQ a 4» \ 91.4% C.

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?/}/

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. \
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ‘ .Evaluation Questionnaire School Habmmhf.,fhfiwa
Group ;

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. .

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. éfi How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Sympos1um ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?~:>XJ. WWLQZLAMQ
h
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

~21 u;+~.
L:

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? _n

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the symposium 5M: 1 (
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM . ‘ A
Evaluation Questionnaire School IUKWVVWWFhEé;

Group 1:]

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. W How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 1 ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

4 5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? ’

A2 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
J ~ ”\ "\
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3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

Tm \gng sag/04$

What additional topics, if any, would you like to hav
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

more; about \r'w-‘ce/‘rau'a/ SOCJCII \\

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

YES

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM . IEvaluation Questionnaire SChOOl lLLfl\(P\\\ fi<
Group 3 1

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. Z How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I \ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

I Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? ’

/ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symp051um ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information 1mportant
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? 6.6+}no: 4“,
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

ILike 6'55'év’t’f‘y Hui-.3!)

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? .\) \_

‘ Cb Co-mmt'm‘

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

w

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the SympoSium. VQ FY GO 0 A
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire . School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l‘__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. " Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 77 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
I r ’7 ‘ ‘/ /' “.1 - ,- . /.y .» v/\ y; 5’ , , ~ .- ‘
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? \/y;

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. «

,V
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School Wmamfirr ¢jer/f/,~

Group “=2!

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. '__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

1 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

1 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

QL How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

Il. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? $44.
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2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

yrs/(WE) otf 330 AM

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

6xéfaCUKfiCCi/QV 01C ‘fli/(ferf

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? (’f

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of

the Symposmm. We” {NO/“Mk W2 6%79/ IL
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire ' School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. .:5 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
i“
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
~r

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

'Fx 5“‘. \,. I,..,.

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '
\y5;::)

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium“
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _*I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. i What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. {I Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?__{_

5. ;2 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like mos about the Symposium ?



2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

”C)¥%v4\

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? )fi/J

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ,/’
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School,ACVfY/J

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro--American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _ How do you feel about the Overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

Ii. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire Schooli [$1 4» Ciq.

Group E

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good = Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __-\ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

2. \

:5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
52 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

Ii. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

“ ““3"“ OWW‘K‘K M‘s-raft)



2.

3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? g\e:5

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposwm. \c\ 949:6.“ 3‘83th
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ‘ -~
Evaluation Questionnaire School CA ~l.

Group \J

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. ‘

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2: Good 3: Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

g

2 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

' smear {5:0wa 9.90999 {Mute
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3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ¥f
Evaluation Questionnaire School CDFBSIFV

Group | 1

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor = Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. :1. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

efl Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
Univer51ty in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

.1. How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
'The, {donors %g+'I I.’kec{' 'most abé’bff Hue, Qymposflbm

Was 3the, enihgsiasm 01C 'ihe people. who lack/wed LG
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4.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

YQS ) bQCauSQ/ I ”Unfi- b" I {9“ ‘Hfiaj' I have. a,

bQHer )séc’rure, of whenL We, UNversi‘ry is Mae and Mud

1 MN ‘0an lo d6 1Lo Stay there”
In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

Great} 2
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School /24“iu/’¢,#z4mx/

Group a

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 1_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
~j§ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

JA‘ Off/‘if/tzuo 633/1 " (ha (91". [,JJ 2 /¥[€$FU<,M / 1105/
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2.

3.

4.

S.

I

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

/ ’3’ [1/
1/190 0/1"? WW,// ro—éwé /- “y 79 Jr

/ ’1’ ‘1 ar(“,1;g‘_. / (fl/"(K

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

W ' dad“ 4/4 0" aw'amw /7

jog/Ear” a"; cg , I

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

/ fl/JV/ //<7 ’04 //)Vale—oar? p,/M &;/.c'7<‘
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School ik”"”

Group Q,

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

2.

University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

:L

l

5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

3/ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symp051um ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
\
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

r I .‘' ' I I‘ .-V’u 6‘ I _ "5}”;

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

we" ;
"Jr. IA 17‘ H29 Am;

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

{I - 1;; ' .» ," 2 I .‘21:“ my) ,.. \VE ii) / '9’ ff.‘ ‘.

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

MOW V3313"? N L\/ Wig/22;, { s H as"?



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM 7/ ,Evaluation Questionnaire School éqéypaaa/F?Efig
Group

'Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair = Poor 5: Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. / How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

\
2. / What is your assessment of the material covered during

the Workshops ?

3. if Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? ’

4. .4: Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. 5 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? \x
. .J— .
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

/'/ X 7 / ‘ I. (I
//'l l) : 1/ ‘1 ,I(_ C/ V / C/{\/ 6' I (72"?) . " C’CI,‘ Ki» ’y ’/ /) Q"1

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

L. ’ %{x' I, ‘ , ‘ , . '7
J , 4“ 1’95 9¢”/’ ,fl’f /aia/‘¢ UGfliio/é/VQ fl

/ ,
/,/./ ,‘717 //-7 ¢//y' ,16/0/6 / 614/ z 7/y

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

// -
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School ikhovunr Q “(kfl‘iquygl

Group C? ‘

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

WIN 3a win v.37. wah/fifimm- . ’Mvfi , NW3 ‘5.
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

LL75
J

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

L,‘ \ 3A 5 w! ‘_- ‘ U) («K/J (1V?) 3 1:. 0* ,_ , \ .

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

(:5 2,.) (3: L A .pk?\J

S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

"49’."



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM , .,
Evaluation Questionnaire ‘ School 9/12,}.J-;\

Group :?

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. 6 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 3 ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?,.l" A

3. 5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

4. 3. Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. } How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
. ' ‘~_’ /K "' , .
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

Wm

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

I
w/__/

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ”{3J

/1/

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. «‘, ,~

I



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire SChOOl ~S)QéU/Z/V3

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro—American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. ‘ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ;1_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. .5; Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. 51. How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. Wha did you like most about the S posium ?
“3 £01szurn [Len
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
q Q

qflflgiyb3V ?.If

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Amalia»

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

W

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

'1OJUJ0/4zeta-”Ida : ' i 5



.4
AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. __4. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. Z;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Q37” Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

3; Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

n '
4- How would you describe the general attitudes of those

people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ..3

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

What did you like most about the Symposium .
. v

nay» a” <2



3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
\.

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

_./
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM A .1; /-Evaluation Questionnaire SChOOl a. anck Ltr)kkfl0§
Group ~/

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. | How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2- 2: What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 5 2/ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
Universit in an wa ? 'V// Y Y Y

4. __:L_ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5- 12/ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

”lain/1') the, jaded/5 and ‘HWJ MQCKTCM’”w{/’



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

‘ ‘ "\\ M-V /_.,r

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? Vii;

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. / j

VCVy W005,
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM .
Evaluation Questionnaire ' ~ School Comm/vim, (Lia/7C0

Group 3 l

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. ‘Q How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. .3__' What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. : i Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? .

4. S Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. aQt How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the symposium ?
3: \anfl mow. 0000M“ b1ctdc tuii-Ltm
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

WQ4%1HW

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium wirkshops ? J /

. ‘1' ‘1 / l

f f; // .'%”/"/ 74’“ L1;2/af/;-4’(K<:/ (ff/(CL.
, / v

Q jIAII/Qt

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

YQE L 4 mo ~\7t Valid- ”16 "(0 3i EI'VE. \DOQ
‘ \ * M ‘\ "I m" , 4 ... ‘ 1‘ M

h\%M_(L C§0c4.1\$ DU L,. w(\(( i 04”ij CV.‘.,.\ “N.“ {11‘ fl;. k4 . s Ln 4
\{"‘\ CA Qt"??? "filling; (”x ~ :4

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ‘
Evaluation Questionnaire School fijww}

Group 3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.3 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposxum ?

2. 5__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

,4 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

L
1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

‘fi .\t 1 W
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

\» ‘ ‘ ‘J u‘rn g l‘l“) V,“: ‘9" , . \ " (yr),

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

x»: P r \
K)‘g_~,;' . g} ,x n. v’fi :-.’,.~: J r\'.h{’r f“, { :~ . ~-‘ - . _ . “
§ ~J“ \ ' IV ‘ ‘\ .
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
by J xv
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ,
Evaluation Questionnaire School rQIn~S

Group ’1

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 3\ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

A; . _ ,
4. l- Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

1.

Il. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

TLC). £6L+ +Liqf all +hc. [OCOIO‘IL fLutl’ Sponfor‘cy/
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM 4
Evaluation Questionnaire School« C}]{ fi¥ll¥¥Jéé/£fiyr

Group
’1

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _1’ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. Z__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

Ii. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

W «my; 931 at hump/112 “yum u 19m



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

/‘Y\ (C: LO/m M» Mm. 173/

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

1x Lipid) #10th Cue/7%WWWWC”"
LCUh I'LEQQJ QQWCWUd/g

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

ADV/\JUA JOB] UN‘fl U/CLU fvi CLL/(ilj (L/

J‘OJQEU MpLOLQ?) M"é:UMQL CC‘MC No 00nyWW?

q/YU‘ Ufl Wnfine(prdWor phas,jpl s'eQ’dg/sérifbe QLQOPCQM/lf/VCA/hM).
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM . a ;Evaluation Questionnaire School MIMI/L766
Group 22

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. / How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. / ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

4‘5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? ’

Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symp051um ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

WWWW

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

W

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

jm We W jaw
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM 11
Evaluation Questionnaire School ALK,4

' Group
" lM;

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE/\
l. ._1‘ How do you feel about the overall organization of the

Symposium ?
/7

2. L;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. “1 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

l’
4. /\ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

/ students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. Li How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

’"l' \‘w Hm,
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the jjmposium Workshops ?

\
’31 , l'. \. c a, I [UL/l at LU { ,, 1‘ /'J 7/! 1/ .t, "“1 .‘ ; A"; (J. L ‘ 7 U_, ' ‘ ~14 -. . i,“ ' IN" J A! ‘1‘}- "x'pnvl
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Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

,
V?»d

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. 1'
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School 4»%4q”

Group .9

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. \\\~-

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _‘l How do you feel about the overall organization of the
' Symposium ?

’1
2. —1 What is your assessment of the material covered during

_— the Workshops ?

:3 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

7 C float/cg water/61L,» 1W.» haw/ait .1 I \ (
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

”1:; VII/ ;,-- ‘

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

A’11. _ .

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. 'y _ .
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. | How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. cl What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. :3 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. '9 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. ‘4 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

3€SSHme



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

‘5 I

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

r 30» -.<-

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

L, >5 L

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. 4. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ‘__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

”'V‘= r ‘r " v, : .n g ‘
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ,Evaluation Questionnaire School [077w. “‘ QC;
Group 27

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

2 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

Z ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Z Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about t e Symposium ?

\i W91€ Q;;:,.:;,<a:: ( C/ £ 0“057%” 96/
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
xi,

L/

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

ya. S

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. r ;
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM , .
Evaluation Questionnaire School lrhfpy,‘

Group I

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. er How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ,4 \ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. V Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

4. 'Q- Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. ;2 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?. \ _ .
v" 1'_\ . dv ‘ . .
A/IL W3 J . _\



What did you like the least about the symposium ?
‘1.
-.7 , ,1 :7 )7” ”‘ 7 r '33), . . u ha 2, 22*: L2 7‘
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

t .0 .3
3

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

{7717/47. 7. a. 71. r
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School‘WJ/m -éwcc:.f~.l

Group i

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes 6: No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. 1_ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 41- ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

C; Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

‘1‘ .W Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in t e p entation of the Sympos'um ?
11W! ’{j/‘y‘J LJMJ‘F’? I:[If/ jf:Mfr [f7 /Cl- {JFC-‘zfl‘ ‘ «bc’f L“?‘a ,

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTJS '

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did fyou like most about the Symposium ?

Jfl WW {In/{L arr/“ll? OMAN)”
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L7; :5... x w/ VIM)”
What did/you like the least aj7ut the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

l
’ r ,- ‘1'. y for" 7 ’1" /. " I f”. I" I
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Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? Zagkfl”/

$1

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. .V~ ’ rw~yy r., “x”
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM _ . .Evaluation Questionnaire School #umanI/fir ’ foe/a1 fawn:
Group 5

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. _

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. L' What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Sympos1um ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
. J
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

Iome o?- H". 11w! tutu ILer/l/c.

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

72‘0th bvujfi’h] Lucu LommJ (NU/,1: +fi‘mL Luz.

Mel 7‘» ml mm m Mal/«ya ”at ,1 Mm w W

“11] M a—CflJtmicf,/)LL+ [MU r oJmar 6U WEI/o
Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

u .1 0191'0’1‘9.

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM 1 .
Evaluation Questionnaire School 24‘ w/,£

Group *-

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. ‘

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ;>__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

1% Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such 3 Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

Il. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

/) I.\/,f _ ‘
i \I I\/

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

\ i “ ~-*.‘\H (:371‘
»)

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM . ‘
Evaluation Questionnaire SGHOOI }*L4010f=iif‘?

Group II ‘f'

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. 1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. i What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. .5. Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4- 5- Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. :1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

’T/zé? ‘AJOV\$}.;~,¢l , VIN /\



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

fl» {7000/
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have ,
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

yes?

7"4/
/ a a I

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ~ ,
Evaluation Questionnaire School Hhmaju4m3

Group g

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I . OVERALL EXPERIENCE -

l. .1: How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. Egg ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. fig? Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

\b

5. ,1~ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

I I . FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?4Jk4 1¢L¢*
W m, WLQLLOLW Md Prefix“ Wm Wb vim“?a/ILQf docU/L 40 Jaifil. [Lip flag/1 jty Job/760% {0 JW6
fl“?! ,c/La WC] {WW ¢0 W MADZ 33w" fl’wMM/V-



5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ? Laflck.

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? ‘flkmx coéflcf
,‘Uf.& AC/onfA) cg 'IMM 1/12 cup IQUTC fag/(0m and (L/

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? a§3‘//

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. FANTASTIC— AND ak/LyéHTE-I‘V/Né./



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM / -»Evaluation Questionnaire SchoolfNMJHn.nz/va
Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. / How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 92/ ‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Sympos1um ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

‘v/ffghv JJ1"'/7W ZAL/L/%VLh/K/1‘:()///
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
.’ f f f ‘. _, / ,1 . .. f ,1/ y

, 1 Ala/.7: r- . ‘ a ‘

3. What additional topics, if any, Would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? , f,

‘ , , . 'r .- .x . .xn : »
\/
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4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

I") / f V,.' I

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _m1— How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. fl:_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

‘5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?_£_

a How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following'
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

t} LLLLOL/77M1¢C @hQCQ/mGxat Q1
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2.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

C/L ' dbl? _'/

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

k//”3or“)(A,

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

L¢<xJ

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

U 2' Wow $10.11.; “\J
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School lgjtKK179CVQ,

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3: Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE
\-a How do you feel about the overall organization of the

Symposium ?

1.. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

§§ E) Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
§§ E? Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

WWW/Got J47WESWCLWOI $9041
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

”Uri gag/51

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

cum

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

up» ,

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

I

WWW
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOS IUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Pair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.i How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l___ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

:3 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

‘5' Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
IN 3 \‘ ‘ ‘ I I .
VJ/Q .711'7‘IF/ jj’?) (7(J/7 . 21/77“? 151%? 057‘ ,6???) jib/7. 4+
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

. 4 '

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? f}; 'I'

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
0 fl ‘ , ,

the Symposxum. C4012?57,¥“
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM , _
Evaluation Questionnaire SchoolfCIIMfl/wi/fi

Group 92

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. .

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor = Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. 1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. I Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

4- C Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. C How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Sym osium ? "6
~\/( 6916 [Ci] 5} //\L ' A1T~<jlL‘“ CC i}fi)zlv f; Cé’ _
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

I ' (f ‘ luv '1 rlr NU) I-/: v v a 03 .VI 131;,» f » <42) » 1/
‘ :J/ i. 6/»1(

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? Jflifl'uly'»

I; /"!(,{,I ‘) 1.“ fig" "‘1 )i! .(ICJ‘ 1:"! I .f (‘1 1‘
r. ,- ,1 (,1 9/. f" M"! «A («/‘."(J .

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
o I ' ' ; f‘,c ncerning the UniverSity as a whole ? City , \M< [=1
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5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the S osium. _ ' 'ymp \JflLI»(flr%7o)v¢Jj ILLFIgM4JD



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire . School WHcséSoaMSJ .

Group 3 .

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. .

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. \ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. :Zl/- What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. :5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

4. Er/i Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
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Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ”All;
Evaluation Questionnaire ‘ School ‘ ‘

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. . .

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? ’

I Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the-future planning of this Symposium.

. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ? ,
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?
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5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School Dh¢hj

Group 3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ]__' What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. ~5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. \ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? 'tsgg

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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